phase6 hallo app
German for children
LANGUAGE COMPETENCE AND
EDUCATION ARE THE BASIS FOR EFFICIENT
AND SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION
The app phase6 hallo German for children is an initiative by
VISION EDUCATION. The German language learning app
is designed specifically for the needs of children. Thanks to
the support of our sponsors, the app is available to be downloaded and used free of charge.

PROMOTE INTEGRATION WITH
phase6 hallo
Mastering the German language is a prerequisite for successful integration. The quicker and more efficient children start
acquiring the language, the faster their transition from special
language learning courses to regular classes.
The app phase6 hallo German for children significantly contributes to this process. Structured repetitions promote the
acquisition of German vocabulary, while the target-groupspecific design attracts and motivates learners. The app
facilitates building a basic vocabulary of German. Around
1,400 words and expressions from various topics can be
trained in a fun way.
phase6 hallo German for children opens doors: to regular
school life, to friendships, to social interaction.
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SCAN, DOWNLOAD
AND
Die Vokabel-App
BEGIN LEARNING!
Deutsch für Kinder

www.phase6.de/qr/hde
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phase6 hallo app
German for children:

the fun way to learn German!
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Playful learning
Pairing words and pictures strengthens vocabulary retention, e.g. with
Pairs, the popular
memory game.
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Hyphenation
tool
Optionally usable
syllabification method by
Mildenberger: By colour
mark- ing the syllables, the
construction of words is
clearer and learning
to read becomes
easier.

Multiple
choice
A limited set of
options helps the
learner find the
correct answer.
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Listening
comprehension
Exercises involving audio
recordings of the words
promote listening comprehension.
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Writing
practice
Unambiguous pictures
visualise which word is
to be written. Learners
can compare their own
answer with the
correct one.

Praise and
reward
phase6 hallo is fun.
The children are able
to observe their own
learning process
whilst having
fun.
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The apps phase6 hallo German are developed in cooperation with phase6. The apps are based on textbooks from
publishing partners Mildenberger, a leading elementary
school publisher, and Hueber, the world market leader for
German as a foreign language. Thanks to the support of our
sponsors, the apps are available as free downloads to all
refugees and migrants. The apps encourage language education in a fast and efficient manner.
The phase6 hallo apps are available for smartphones and
tablets (Android/iOS/Amazon Fire from Kindle Fire 2012)
and can run offline. The apps enable learners to build a core
vocabulary of the German language, both independently or
with the assistance of a teacher.
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